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VA - Israliens V.6 - Close Trance Encounters Oct 22, 2012 VA - Israliens V.6 - Close Trance Encounters Dec 31, 2012 VA -
Israliens V.6 - Close Trance Encounters 3. IsrAliens V.6: Close Trance Encounters (Israliens Remix) Presented in a beautiful
jewel box with card inside, "Close Trance Encounters - IsrAliens V.6" is a brand new psy trance album, released in 2011. The

compilation's 23 track showcases two original artists VA and Israliens, and 2 remixes, all mixed together by Buzzz & Ace
Ventura. "The Album was also distributed as a Free Download from VA's Official Website, Click on the link below, and get

yours : "This album is a collection of mostly our favorite psy trance track(s) that we have done in the past. We tried to put a mix
of the originals and the remixes together. Some of the original tracks have been remixed and produced by VA, Israliens,
Krossfusion, L.A.W.S, Brainblaster, and Absolut, as well as a couple of tracks remixed by our friends at Transmission

Electronic Music. "The cover art is based on a concept we created at the end of 2010. To make the album visually appealing, we
used two different photos of VA, that were set against one of the photos of the rainbow, that was used for our 2010 Design. The
colors for this rainbow and the photos were first selected and then combined in the editing software. The background used for
this design is a special wallpaper from a website called which can be found under "Cool Wallpapers & Pictures". We hope that
you enjoy this psychedelic exploration into the world of psy trance." Track list: References Category:Psychedelic trance albums
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Oct 19, 2011 Track List: 01. Astrix & Ace Ventura – Drunk On Dreams 02. Infected Mushroom – Pink Nightmares 03. Black
& White Vs. Bizarre Contact Feat. VA - Israliens V. 6 - Close Trance Encounters [Full Album]. Psychedelic Universe 1:23:34.
Tristan & Outside The Universe - The Escape. Nano Records 7:31. VA – Israliens V. 6 - Close Trance Encounters (Magnetise
Music). Magnetise Music 7. ISRALiens V. 6 - Close Trance Encounters (Magnetise Music). Magnetise Music 8. VA - Israliens
6 - Close Trance Encounters [Full Album]. Psychedelic Universe 1:23:34. Tristan & Outside The Universe - The Escape. Nano
Records 7:31. VA - Israliens 6 - Close Trance Encounters [Full Album]. Psychedelic Universe 1:23:34. Tristan & Outside The
Universe - The Escape. Nano Records 7:31. VA - Israliens 6 - Close Trance Encounters (Magnetise Music). Magnetise Music 8.
References Category:Psychedelic trance music albumsQ: What is the meaning of "brevissimo" in "Anche se non riuscivo a
comprenderlo, la sua brevissima relazione con gli altri mi stava già rendendo più desiderosa". From an essay of Primo Levi (the
italics are mine): Anche se non riuscivo a comprenderlo, la sua brevissima relazione con gli altri mi stava già rendendo più
desiderosa. I'd like to understand what is the meaning of "brevissimo" here. I've seen it used with prepositions as well as articles,
but never with the article "la". Is it to be understood as an adverb? Is it used instead of "leggero", "rapido", "grasso" or "corto"?
A: Brevissimo = very short, very fast. It is a colloquial, rather vulgar, use of breve. You would use breve if you wanted to say "a
very short distance", or "very fast". I would recommend an alternative construction 2d92ce491b
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